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Introduction:  Tectonic structures can be used to 

probe the evolution of the stress state of planetary bod-
ies. Similarly, the morphology of individual tectonic 
structures can be diagnostic of the source of stresses that 
induced their formation. On the Moon, for example, 
some of the youngest landforms include lobate scarps 
revealing evidence of recent global contraction [1,2]. 
An earlier period in the Moon’s evolution involved ba-
sin localized deformation.  Tectonic structures within 
and proximal to the nearside mare basins are radial and 
concentric to basin margins [3]. Evidence of extensional 
and compressional stresses are expressed by graben and 
wrinkle ridges, respectively. The stresses are thought to 
result from subsidence and flexure due to loading prin-
cipally by mare basalts  [4,5,6]. This is referred to as the 
mascon tectonic model. Alternatively, the basin related 
graben could occur as the result of dilation related to in-
trusive volcanism (dikes). We assess whether the mor-
phology of the basin related graben can be used to dis-
tinguish between a tectonic or volcanic origin.  

 
Figure 1: Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera  
(LROC) view of Serenitatis basin highlighting con-
centric graben (red) on the edge of the basin. Wrin-
kle ridges are observed on the interior of the basin 
as predicted by the mascon tectonic model. 

The mascon tectonic model includes an impact-
thinned lithosphere and a mass concentration largely 
due to thick accumulations of mare basalt  [see 7]. The 
tectonic signature is characteristically basin-concentric 
graben on the basin margins an interior basin-concentric 
and basin-radial wrinkle ridges [3,4,5,6,8].  Mare Hu-
morum and Mare Serenitatis demonstrate this tectonic 
pattern. Although the pattern of wrinkle ridges and gra-
ben is not shared by all mare mascon and is absent in 
non-mascon mare, both settings share these tectonic 
landforms [3].  

 
Figure 2: Nearside GRAIL Bouguer gravity map 
[21] with selected wrinkle ridges (white) a graben 
(black).  

We evaluate the two proposed mechanisms for pro-
ducing basin-concentric graben on the Moon – exten-
sion due to lithospheric flexure or shallow dike induced 
dilation. It has been established across the terrestrial 
bodies of the inner solar system that volcanic dike intru-
sions may induce graben formation [9,10]. Topographic 
profiles across graben can be used to determine the 
mode of formation [11]. If a graben is formed due to 
dilation by a dike, it will have flank uplifts that decay 
gradually with distance away from the central trough 
while passive graben formation will exhibit no or small 
flank uplifts that decay over small distances (Fig. 3). 
This approach has been used to identify dike related gra-
ben within Schrodinger basin and the rime of South 
Pole-Aitken Basin [10] and has been observed in labor-
atory experiments [12] and on earth [13,14].  

 
Figure 3: Dike induced graben flanks on Mars [11].  

Topographic Data Products: To ensure we se-
lected the most appropriate data sets and were able to 
resolve any observed graben flanks, we assessed 
whether graben morphology can be resolved suffi-
ciently using the global LROC Wide Angle Camera 
(WAC) digital terrain model (DTM) [15], or if higher 
resolution DTMs from Lunar Orbiter Laser Altimeter 
(LOLA) merged with Kaguya SELENE Terrain Camera 
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[16] or LROC Narrow Angle Camera (NAC) [17] are 
adequate to resolve any unique topographic signatures. 
Furthermore, the global coverage of the WAC or LOLA 
DTMs allows for any graben to be selected for topo-
graphic morphology that might otherwise be restricted 
by the more spatially limited but higher resolution 
LROC NAC DTM.  

 
Figure 4: Comparison of topographic data sets of 
two graben to verify the necessary resolution to de-
tect graben flanks.  

Additionally, we compared topographic data prod-
ucts across graben in two different geologic settings: a 
mascon basin and a floor fractured crater. Hippalus I 
Rille is a concentric graben southeast of Mare Hu-
morum that has been attributed both to mascon tectonics 
or intrusive volcanism (dikes) [5]. Alphonsus is a near-
side floor-fractured crater ~120 km in diameter [18]. 
Graben in Alphonsus were selected near dark mantle de-
posits (DMD) [19] where intrusive volcanism is likely.  

We find, as expected, that the LROC NAC DTMs 
clearly delineates the morphology of the graben. We 
also find that the LOLA-SELENE DTM is sufficient for 
resolving  graben morphology (Fig. 4). Hippalus I Rille 
does not appear to have any flanking rises associated 
with it, consistent with passive extensional stresses in-
duced by lithospheric flexure. Graben very near DMDs 
within Alphonsus crater appear to have flank rises con-
sistent with dilation by dike intrusion, and the hypothe-
sized volcanic origin of DMDs.  

Mascon & Non-Mascon Mare: Having established 
that the LOLA-SELENE DTM is sufficient to resolve 
graben flank rises, we assess graben morphology around 
four lunar basins, two mascon basins and two non-mas-
con mare. Graben were selected for topographic analy-
sis from the global graben map produced by [20]. Gra-
ben were selected in regions where graben were 

relatively fresh and devoid of heavily mantling or deg-
radation from post-formation processes. Graben were 
also chosen from regions where they were unlikely to 
be influenced by other geologic structures or features 
including neighboring mascons. We selected Mare Hu-
morium and Mare Serenitatis as the mascon basins and 
Oceanus Procellarum and Mare Frigoris as the non-mas-
con mare.  

 
Figure 5: Locations where graben topographic infor-
mation was collected. LROC global WAC basemap. 

Our results show no evidence of dike-related graben 
associated with either mascon basins (Humorum & Se-
renitatis) or non-mascon mare (Procellarum & Frigoris). 
This suggests that graben generated by passive normal 
faulting in both mascon and non-mascon tectonic set-
tings. Further work is necessary to understand if exten-
sional stresses in non-mascon mare are generated by 
load-induced lithospheric flexure.      
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